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Abstract—This paper presents a novel all-digital CDR scheme
in 90 nm CMOS. Two independently adjustable clock phases are
generated from a delay line calibrated to 2 UI. One clock phase is
placed in the middle of the eye to recover the data (“data clock”)
and the other is swept across the delay line (“search clock”). As
the search clock is swept, its samples are compared against the
data samples to generate eye information. This information is used
to determine the best phase for data recovery. After placing the
search clock at this phase, search and data functions are traded
between clocks and eye monitoring repeats. By trading functions,
infinite delay range is realized using only a calibrated delay line,
instead of a PLL or DLL. Since each clock generates its own alignment information, mismatches in clock distribution can be tolerated. The scheme’s generalized sampling and retiming architecture
is used in an efficient sharing technique that reduces the number
of clocks required, saving power and area in high-density interconnect. The shared CDR is implemented using static CMOS logic
in a 90 nm bulk process, occupying 0.15 mm . It operates from
6 to 9 Gb/s, and consumes 2.5 mW/Gb/s of power at 6 Gb/s and
3.8 mW/Gb/s at 9 Gb/s.
Index Terms—All-digital CDR, calibrated delay line, clock and
data recovery (CDR), eye-monitor, parallel link, per-pin synchronization, shared CDR, static CMOS logic.

I. INTRODUCTION

C

URRENT high-speed interconnects need to support very
large chip-to-chip data rates, in the range of hundreds of
Gb/s [1], [2]. As the number and computational power of the
cores integrated on a single CPU die or package continues to
increase, the demands placed on these interconnects will get
more severe. However, cost and compatibility considerations
limit the bandwidth of the physical channel. This suggests that
a combination of bandwidth- and density-enhancing techniques
is vital to implement future interconnects, which will rely on
both a large number of pins as well as high data rates per pin to
provide high-speed communication.
As data rates scale, process, voltage and temperature variations cause sufficient mismatch in delay between pins to
require per-pin phase alignment [2]. Per-pin phase alignment
also relaxes path-length matching requirements between traces,
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allowing greater signal densities over limited routing resources.
The power and area overheads of adding dedicated CDR
circuitry to each data pin in order to achieve per-pin phase
alignment are prohibitive. This is particularly so for traditional
analog-based techniques, which rely on VCOs, analog loop
filters and charge pumps. The design space of these components is quite different from that of the digital logic comprising
the rest of the system; considerable area, power, design and
manufacturing overheads are necessary to accommodate these
differences. Recent work on CDR has focused on more-digital
techniques [3]–[6]. However, they still rely on analog components such as a voltage regulator, resistors or varactors to
control the core VCO. This work proposes a true all-digital
CDR scheme [7]; except for the input slicers (StrongARM
latches [8]), the system is implemented entirely in static CMOS
logic, and heavy use is made of standard cell blocks, automatic
synthesis and place-and-route.
Traditional CDR techniques, such as Alexander’s [9], rely on
edge/data clock pairs to sample the incoming bit stream and extract phase information. Eye-monitor-based CDRs provide an
alternative approach where the data-sampling hardware is replicated for comparison purposes, to determine BER. To date, eyemonitors have focused on two-dimensional (voltage and time)
approaches for adaptive equalizers [10], [11]. Others still rely on
Alexander-type CDRs, but use the eye-monitor data to fine-tune
the data clock for improved error tolerance [12], [13]. Although
[14] does incorporate timing recovery using only eye-monitor
data, it requires external PC-based adaptation. Other work has
investigated the use of eye-monitors for off-line channel characterization [15].
This work focuses specifically on timing recovery, and conducts one-dimensional eye-monitoring (time only), avoiding the
overhead of a variable-threshold sampler. An important innovation is the use of “ping-pong” clocks; the data and eye-monitor functions are swapped between clocks during updates of
the data phase. This confers important advantages: it insulates
against mismatch between the phases of the clocks and allows
the realization of an infinite delay range using only a looselycalibrated delay line, instead of a PLL or DLL. Additionally,
the search technique used is designed specifically for efficient
on-chip implementation, in contrast to the PC-based control of
[14].
Since this CDR uses a statistical approach to finding the eye
before updating the data sampling position, it has relatively low
bandwidth and is not appropriate for use in links requiring large
(hundreds of ppm) frequency offset tolerance. However, it can
be applied in mesochronous or source-synchronous links. Although these links share a common system clock and have a
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Fig. 2. Eye-monitoring CDR algorithm.

Fig. 1. Single-pin system architecture overview.

degree of correlated jitter and frequency offset tracking [16],
transmission path length mismatch, in addition to variability and
noise in clock multiplication/distribution, can create the need
for full CDR with infinite delay range. The low CDR bandwidth requirements of such links encourage sharing techniques
that allow a single set of CDR hardware to calibrate multiple
pins. The proposed CDR is particularly suited for sharing, since
the sampling and re-timing hardware required for the ping-pong
clocks can be reassigned between pins.
II. ALL-DIGITAL CDR
Traditional approaches to CDR [9] use two clocks to sample
the incoming signal. The first clock is used to sample the data,
while the second clock is used to sample the edge of the eye,
and is fixed at 90 phase offset from the first. In eye-monitor-based CDR, the second clock’s phase is decoupled from
the first and allowed to move independently. This work inherits
the decoupled phase inherent to eye-monitoring schemes, with
both clocks free to move at discrete intervals (“phase positions”)
within a 2 UI delay. One clock is placed in the middle of the eye
to recover data (“data clock”), the other is swept across the 2 UI
delay (“search clock”). Eye information is collected by comparing the samples produced by these clocks. This is used to
determine the best phase position for data recovery. The search
clock is placed at this phase position, the search and data functions are traded between clocks, and the algorithm repeats.
This implementation targets a source-synchronous link, and
a delay line is used to generate these two clocks from the forwarded clock (Fig. 1). This delay line is slowly and digitally
calibrated to achieve approximately 2 UI delay (as explained
below, exact calibration is unnecessary). Adjacent output phases
of the delay line are selected and interpolated independently for
each clock. A multiplexer following the input slicers routes their
outputs to either “search” or “data”. Synthesized digital logic
aggregates this data to determine the location of the eye opening
and controls the movement and swapping of the clocks.
The samples generated by the search clock are compared
with those produced by the data clock. Where these samples
match, the eye is open. Conversely, a mismatch between these
samples indicates that the eye is closed. As the search clock is

swept through the 2 UI delay line, match/mismatch information is collected at each phase position. The collated information can be thought of as a binary reduction of an eye diagram
(Fig. 2). Transitions between match and mismatch correspond
to the edges of the eye, so the control logic can use these transitions to place the search clock at the mean of the detected eye
edges, maximizing timing margin. No assumption is made that
the optimum sampling point is 90 away from the edge. The
functionality of the search and data clocks is then traded and
the algorithm repeats. Trading off between the search and data
clocks allows the CDR to realize an infinite delay range. When
the eye opening begins to drift off the extent of the delay line,
the CDR can place the search clock in the middle of the following or preceding eye opening and invert it before trading the
data and search clock functionality. In a half-rate architecture,
inverting the search clock before the functionality swap allows
the CDR to skip backward (in the inverse scenario, forward) a
UI without introducing errors such as added or dropped bits in
the data (Fig. 3).
Match/mismatch data is generated by sweeping the search
clock’s phase, so the eye information is based on the actual
phase shift introduced by the search clock’s own phase generation and distribution path. Since the search clock uses this information to determine its sampling point when it becomes the
data clock, accurate data clock placement is not dependent on
matching with any other clock’s phase generation/distribution.
This is particularly important in a multi-pin environment, where
many clocks are required and matching between their paths becomes prohibitively difficult.
A. Search Algorithm
In normal operation, it is unnecessary to search the entire
2 UI delay in order to update the data clock. Instead, operation
is hastened by stopping the search once two edges bounding a
single eye opening are detected (marked 1 and 2 in Fig. 4). The
search clock movement described in Fig. 4 minimizes the time
to find these bounding eye edges. A more complete search is
only conducted when the eye opening begins to drift off the extent of the delay line, or if a delay line calibration is requested.
For instance, the phase offset between clock and data may be
gradually increasing (Fig. 5) due to a frequency offset or large
jitter transient. As data drifts to the right, the CDR tracks it and
updates the data phase accordingly. When the data drifts far
enough, one edge of the current eye moves off the end of the
delay line and cannot be found. The CDR then searches for eye
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Fig. 3. Steps in a UI swap process. Even (rising) and odd (falling) edges of clocks marked. In Step 1, the search process has just finished and a UI swap is required.
In Step 2, the even (rising) edge of the search clock is placed in the previous UI (“3”). To line the even and odd edges up, the search clock is inverted in Step 3.
Once this is complete, the clock functions can be interchanged without added/dropped bits (Step 4).

Fig. 4. Search procedure, showing movement of search clock and numbered eye edges. Filtering removes noise events and allows detection of eye opening.

need to search through a full 2 UI; in the worst case it only needs
sufficient range to find the preceding or following eye opening
when the present eye opening has begun to drift off the delay
line. This calibration process can therefore proceed loosely and
slowly, so it has limited impact on the overall bandwidth of the
CDR.
B. Search Filtering

Fig. 5. CDR operation with eye drifting until UI swap is required. Relevant
eye edges are marked and numbered.

edges 3 and 4 to acquire the preceding eye opening. It places the
search clock in the middle of this eye opening, inverts the search
clock, then trades the data and search functionality, completing
the data clock update.
A longer search is also required to calibrate the delay line. In
this case, the control logic seeks to establish the length of 1 UI in
terms of phase positions, then adjust the length of the delay line
such that 1 UI of delay occupies half the available phase positions (hence the overall delay will be 2 UI). This information is
obtained by extending the search one further eye edge—to 3, or
5 if 3 is not found. The distance between eye edges 3 and 1 or 2
and 5 corresponds to the length of 1 UI. Exact calibration of the
delay line length is unnecessary, since the algorithm will never

An important consideration is the collection of consistent
and reliable match and mismatch information. Data-dependent
phenomena such as ISI and transient events such as noise spikes
may cause spurious match/mismatch decisions, corrupting the
detection of the eye opening. These effects are suppressed
through the use of a mismatch counter, which acts as a pre-filtering averager, and an AND/OR filter.
The mismatch counter observes the incoming data stream;
when a transition occurs, it makes a comparison between the
corresponding search and data samples. Conducting averaging
over n such transitions, the probability that at least one of the
collected comparisons is conducted on dissimilar search and
data samples, therefore that phase position will be declared
a mismatch, is given by a geometric distribution:
(1)
is the bit-error rate at the th phase position and
where
is the average transition density. Ideally, the search should transition from generating matches to mismatches at a consistent
phase position, tracking the eye opening if it moves. Consider
the case where the search is moving downwards from the data
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phase (from a higher to lower phase position) and from generating matches to generating mismatches. In this case, the probability that phase position will be the first mismatch generated
can be defined recursively:

(2)
For
, where is the current data phase position, and it
is assumed that
. The most consistent
results are produced when the distribution generated by (2) is
tightest—ideally, concentrated on a single phase position. This
suggests that slope of the bathtub produced from (1) should be
as steep as possible, which can be achieved by making n large.
However, large values of n result in long averaging times at each
phase position, reducing the bandwidth of the CDR.
A more reasonable approach is to semi-dynamically size ,
collecting more samples only in ambiguous cases. To this end,
a new averaging period,
, can be defined. If search and
data clocks produce two or more dissimilar samples in the first
transitions, the mismatch counter will immediately declare the phase position a mismatch. An ambiguity occurs when
there is only one discrepancy between search and data samples
in the first
transitions, in which case the mismatch counter
will collect samples over a further
transitions. If another
discrepancy occurs, it will then declare a mismatch. With this
ability to repeat the search, the probability of a mismatch declaration at phase position becomes

Fig. 6. Typical BER bathtub, and the probability of mismatch declaration at
and without repeated
each phase position with repeated averaging
.
averaging

(3)

(4)

Fig. 7. Peak probability in distribution of first declared mismatch, with and
without repeated averaging.

(5)
can be substituted in place of
in (2) to obtain the distribution of the first
mismatch using the modified method. Fig. 6 presents the probabilities of mismatch declaration for
. A plot of
the peak probability values in the first mismatch distribution for
reasonable values of
and (Fig. 7) suggests an optimum
of
, the value selected for this implementation. The
search can be further hastened by declaring a mismatch immediately once the required number of discrepancies between
search and data have occurred, instead of waiting for all
transitions.
Subsequent to the averaging, an AND/OR filter is used to
suppress the presence of subsidiary “false eyes” that might result from reflections in the channel, crosstalk or large transient
noise events. The previous match/mismatch declarations are
ANDed to eliminate spurious matches, and the output of the
AND is then ORed to restore the original eye opening size
(Fig. 8). defines the minimum eye-opening size the CDR is

Fig. 8. AND/OR filter with

.

expected to track, and should be set high enough to reject false
eyes, but small enough to maintain sensitivity. Exact selection
of is not performance-critical, and a value of 4 is chosen for
this implementation. The -decision latency introduced by the
AND/OR filter can be accounted for in the control logic.
III. SHARED CDR
The independent adjustability of each clock and the generalized sampling and re-timing paths of the proposed CDR allow
it to be easily adapted to a shared multi-pin system. Instead
of trading search/data clock functionality on a single pin, the
search clock can “bubble” through multiple pins (Fig. 9). Only
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Fig. 9. Sharing concept and algorithm.

one pin is calibrated at a time, so only one extra clock is necessary. Thus, for pins only
clocks are required, instead
of the
required without sharing.
The pins are calibrated in sequence, with the calibrated pin’s
data clock swapping with the search clock at each step. The most
equitable algorithm would be analogous to a standard draft;
each pin would be calibrated in sequence, from first to last, and
the calibration would then return to the first pin. The time between calibrations of a particular pin would thus be complete
search and data phase update periods. However, the standard
draft requires each clock to successively sample all of the pins,
making its hardware cost prohibitive—it multiplies the number
of input slicers required, complicates the input routing and calls
for larger high-speed multiplexers to route the search and data
samples. While this hardware overhead may be reasonable for
small , it does not scale well to large numbers of pins.
To avoid this constraint, a modified draft algorithm is used.
Instead of returning to the first pin after the last pin has been calibrated, the modified calibration sweeps back-and-forth through
the pins (Fig. 9). It is less equitable and results in a
period
gap between calibrations of any one pin, but requires each clock
to sample no more than two adjacent pins and is therefore more
hardware efficient, scaling well to large . This draft scheme is
well-suited for dense source-synchronous environments, where
CDR bandwidth requirements are low and reducing hardware
overhead is paramount.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION
A block-diagram overview of the implemented system is presented in Fig. 10. To save power and ease design constraints, the
mismatch counter operates on quarter- and eighth-rate clocks,
while the AND/OR filter, eye detection, clock phase placement
and multiplexer control logic operates on a distinct low-frequency clock. All are synthesized from standard cells. The high-

speed phase generation, slicing and multiplexing circuitry operates on a half-rate clock and is custom digital. As much as possible was implemented using static CMOS logic.
As the phase generator architecture used (described in Section IV-A) naturally generates clocks in pairs, and
clock
phases are needed (one for each link’s data clock, plus a bubbling search clock), an odd number of pins is called for. In this
case, a three-link system is implemented to allow the performance of the shared CDR to be fully evaluated and extrapolated
to wider links.
A. Phase Generator
The core of the phase generator (Fig. 11) is a direct digitallymodulated, differential delay line (Fig. 12), with nine evenlyspaced output phases. Each cell of the delay line [Fig. 12(a)]
is composed of tri-state buffers, which can be turned on or off
to adjust the drive strength of each stage, thus the overall delay
of the line [17]. Weak cross-coupled inverters are placed at the
output of each cell to maintain phase alignment between the differential paths and duty cycle. This scheme has the advantage of
allowing an adjustable delay line implementation in pure static
CMOS. However, the array of tri-state buffers and the wiring
necessary to connect them imposes significant extra loading on
the output of each delay cell, thus limiting the practical resolution of the delay adjustment. To overcome this drawback, the
output of each delay cell is fed-forward to the calibration input
(
in Fig. 12) two cells away [18], thus reducing the size
of the tri-state buffers necessary to achieve a large delay range.
An important consideration is the consistency of the phases of
the output clocks when the delay line length is changed. These
clocks are generated by interpolation of the outputs of a delay
line; if the delay line length is changed abruptly, the phase of its
outputs will likewise jump, thus causing a deviation in the phase
of the generated clocks which could result in errors in CDR
tracking. This effect is particularly severe when the outputs near
the end of the delay line are being used to generate the clock,
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Fig. 10. Three-pin system architecture.

Fig. 11. Phase generator architecture.

since the accumulated change in delay is largest at this point.
To minimize this effect, the delay control code is updated in
a stepwise manner, with hysteresis added to ensure that small
changes in the number of phase positions per UI do not result in
control code dithering. Additionally, the delay line is split into
four sections of two delay cells each, with the delay updated
section by section. The slow calibration of the delay line allows

the updates to each section to be staggered across several data
phase updates; the phase effect of the delay update is therefore
spread out, and the CDR only has to deal with it incrementally.
In simulation, staggering reduces the phase discontinuity per
data phase update from 6 ps to 2.5 ps, or 0.7 phase positions
at 9 Gb/s.
Two adjacent output phases of the delay line are selected
via a multiplexer and interpolated to generate finer granularity.
The phase interpolator itself (Fig. 12(b)) is composed of a pair
of tri-state buffer arrays with shorted outputs; the interpolation
ratio is controlled by turning portions of these arrays on or off,
while maintaining a constant total number of active tri-states,
thus ensuring a consistent output drive. Since there are 8 possible pairs of adjacent output phases from the delay line, and 8
settings of the phase interpolator, the complete phase generator
has 64 total output phases, for an overall phase adjustment resolution of 6 bits.
The linearity and resolution of the phase generator affects the
final accuracy of the data clock placement by the CDR algorithm. Let
and
be the detected locations of eye edges 1
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Fig. 12. Delay line with (a) delay cell and (b) phase interpolator. Weak cross-coupled inverters are marked with a
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.

and 2, respectively (Fig. 4).
and
are the phase positions
bounding the detected eye opening, and are used to determine
the next data phase. The phase generator has limited resolution
and could introduce nonlinearity, so there is some error in
and
relative to the actual positions of eye edges 1 and 2 (
and
):
(6)
where the worst-case error in terms of phase position can be
written by observing that it is affected by the resolution of the
phase generator and its worst-case DNL:
(7)
The algorithm will place the next data phase at the average of
the two phase positions:
(8)
Finally, the placement of the data phase itself will be affected by
the INL between
and , thus yielding an overall worst-case
error, in terms of phase positions, of

(9)

Fig. 13. Search/Data multiplexer (only clock routing shown; sample routing is
similar).

B. Multiplexers
As the control logic is shared between multiple links, a key
implementation challenge is the design of a high-speed multiplexer tree to route the search, data and clock signals of the
pin-under-calibration to the control logic.
The search/data multiplexers must be able to change the data
clock of each pin without introducing errors. This is accomplished by delaying changes in the select signals until the input
clocks to each search/data multiplexer are both high (Fig. 13).
This ensures that the swap is made when no transition is occurring in either the clock or data inputs. However, the flip-flop
storing the multiplexer state is clocked asynchronously with its
input. Since the flip-flop clock is generated from the overlap
of two half-rate clocks, the timing margin is small. Therefore,
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Fig. 14. Retiming logic.

a cascade of two synchronizers is used to account for metastability and ensure correct operation. The synchronizers introduce
latency in the switch between clocks, but the control logic for
the clock update runs at a much lower frequency, so this latency
is inconsequential.
A further challenge is the long and asymmetric wiring run
necessary to connect the search/data multiplexer of each pin
and the pin-select multiplexer, which routes the search and data
samples of the pin-under-calibration to the control logic. To ensure that proper timing is maintained between the recovered
clock and data signals from each channel, they are co-routed
and pipeline registers are inserted at the output of the search/data
multiplexers.
C. Retiming Logic
The mismatch counter needs to compare samples arriving
from both the data and search clock. Since the search clock is
at a varying (but known) phase offset from the data clock, the
incoming samples need to be retimed before this comparison
can be made. This is accomplished through chains of flip-flops
(Fig. 14); as the phase offset varies from small (1/32 UI, a single
phase step) to large (as much as 1.5 UI, depending on the search
type and the location of the data phase), each path in the retiming
block is dedicated to a range of phase offsets. The appropriate
path is selected based on the known location of the clocks.

The retiming logic takes samples from the odd phase of the
clock to the even phase, and the timing for this transition is
tight—it needs to complete in a full-rate instead of half-rate
period. To maximize the timing margin available, pipeline
flip-flops (outlined in Fig. 14) are added to the odd inputs, with
the equivalent added to the even inputs for delay-matching
purposes.
V. HARDWARE MEASUREMENTS
The CDR was fabricated in a 90 nm bulk CMOS process. The
die micrograph and core detail are presented in Fig. 15. Core
area is 460 m 330 m, in a 2.35 mm 1.45 mm die. Correct
operation over an infinite delay range was verified by sweeping
the input phase of each channel independently at data rates from
6 to 9 Gb/s. A PRBS-31 input achieved BER 10
.
Delay line response to calibration code was measured with
a 4.5 GHz clock (i.e., data rate of 9 Gb/s), yielding a range of
183–278 ps. This corresponds to data rates between 7.2 Gb/s to
10.9 Gb/s (Fig. 16), if the delay line is required to match 2 UI
exactly. The CDR operated correctly (with 1 UI of jitter) as
low as 6 Gb/s, well below this range. This confirms that exact
delay line calibration is unnecessary for the eye-monitoring algorithm to function.
Phase generator linearity was measured, with a worst-case
DNL of 0.44 LSB (where 1 LSB = 1 phase position), and a
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Fig. 15. Die micrograph and core detail.
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Fig. 17. Phase generator nonlinearity.

Fig. 16. Data rate for 2 UI of delay, over the control code range.

worst-case INL of 1.6 LSB. Using (9), this yields an overall
phase-placement error of 2.32 LSB, or about 0.07 UI. A plot of
the phase generator linearity (Fig. 17) shows that INL rises and
then falls as the interpolator moves from one pair of delay line
outputs to the next. This is a result of the way the delay line
output-select multiplexer is designed; it selects one of the oddnumbered delay line outputs to feed into the first input of the
interpolator, and one of the even-numbered delay line outputs
to feed into the second input of the interpolator. As a result, the
direction of the INL of the phase generator flips between pairs of
delay line outputs. INL is the primary contributor to data clock
placement error, so this error is limited by mismatch between
the two variable-strength inverters in the interpolator.
Sinusoidal jitter (SJ) tolerance was measured with a control
logic clock of 40 MHz (Fig. 181). The period between data clock
phase updates is limited primarily by the speed of the control
logic, so an almost directly proportional relationship exists between the frequency offset tolerance (equivalently, the SJ tolerance bandwidth) and the control logic clock frequency. This is
confirmed by measured results up to 50 MHz (limited by the design of the control logic that emphasized low-power operation
at the expense of speed), which match simulated results closely
(Fig. 19). Simulation at faster clocks shows that a linear relationship is maintained up to 625 MHz. This suggests a direct
tradeoff between system performance and control logic power
1Previous simulated results [7] did not account for control logic overhead,
which is the bandwidth-limiting factor in the implemented system.

Fig. 18. SJ tolerance with control logic clock at 40 MHz, for
PRBS-7 input &
.

consumption; since the presented implementation is source-synchronous, low CDR bandwidths are tolerable and control logic
power consumption is prioritized by targeting a lower clock
frequency. Higher performance can be achieved by targeting a
faster control logic clock, allowing the CDR to calibrate plesiochronous links with small frequency offsets.
The filtering parameter
also has a significant effect on
CDR bandwidth, as described in Section II. Frequency offset
tolerance was simulated at different values of
, using the
highest logic frequency (625 MHz) to minimize the effect of
logic delays (Fig. 20).
results in faster searches
and more frequent data phase updates, but CDR bandwidth is
not improved since gains in speed are offset by a decrease in
eye detection accuracy (Fig. 7).
slows the search
process and also degrades eye detection accuracy, so bandwidth
decreases. These results validate the choice of
indicated by the theoretical analysis.
Overall power consumption of the 3-pin system, operating at 9 Gb/s, is 103.3 mW, or 3.8 mW/Gb/s. Operation at
6 Gb/s, with a slight reduction in the supply voltage, yields
an overall power consumption of 45.6 mW, or 2.5 mW/Gb/s.
A module-by-module breakdown of power consumption was
inferred by scaling measured results using simulation data
(Fig. 21). By reducing the number of clocks required, the
shared CDR brings the phase generation power consumption
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Fig. 19. (a) Frequency offset tolerance scaling for
detail.
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PRBS-7 input (measured

and simulated

), with (b) low frequency

Fig. 20. Effect of nbase on frequency offset tolerance, simulated on single
.
channel at 625 MHz with PRBS-7 input and

in-line with that of the slicers, the next most significant component. Sharing the high-speed re-timing and mismatch counter
logic, as well as the low-speed control logic, helps minimize
control logic overhead at the expense of expanding multiplexer
complexity. Further optimization is possible. As a simple example, this implementation keeps all the slicers running all of
the time. Since the slicers exist in pairs of sets per pin (one set
each for search and data), and only the data set is required unless the pin is being calibrated, it is possible to further reduce
power consumption by gating the clocks to the unused slicers.
Even without such optimizations, the three-pin implementations uses about 32% less power than a naïve tripling of the
single-pin system. Further scaling benefits can be realized by extending the system to wider links. The amount of sharing would
ultimately be limited by the width of the channel-select multiplexer, the routing to this multiplexer and/or the desired jitter
and frequency offset tolerance. It is possible to control multiplexer complexity by repeating the re-timing and mismatch
counter logic over several subsets of pins in the overall link,
and to mitigate performance loss due to sharing by increasing

Fig. 21. Power breakdown and scaling performance.
TABLE I
PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

the control logic clock, although both these approaches sacrifice some of the power efficiency of the shared system. Overall
performance of the system is summarized in Table I.
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VI. CONCLUSION
The algorithm for, and design of, an all-digital, eye-monitoring CDR has been presented. Since each clock generates
its own calibration information, the CDR eliminates the need
for precisely-controlled clock generation, and is insensitive
to clock-to-clock phase mismatch. The search algorithm and
clock-swapping scheme enables the system to tolerate a poorly
and slowly calibrated delay line, while still realizing an infinite
delay range. In turn, the infinite delay range enables frequency
offset and jitter tolerance characteristics that scale with control
logic clock speed. A sharing technique that takes advantage
of the generalized clock/sampling architecture used by the
CDR algorithm has been discussed, which allows a reduction
in number of clocks generated and an increase in power and
area efficiency, at the cost of reducing CDR bandwidth. Using
control logic clock frequency and the amount of sharing to
tradeoff between power and CDR bandwidth allows the system
to be scaled for power-efficient performance across a range
of link types: source-synchronous, mesochronous and weakly
plesiochronous. The all-static-CMOS, standard-cell heavy
implementation maximizes flexibility and portability. These
properties make the system well-suited for implementation in
deep submicron and SOI technologies that have been optimized
for the fabrication of digital systems, and in which mismatch
becomes an increasing concern.
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